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INC: PREVENTIVE LEAKAGE TEST USING LOW VOLTAGE OUTPUTS FROM ANY IC LIK

Preventive Leakage test using low voltage outputs from any IC like
Microcontroller or FPGA

Abstract
The following document describes a novel invention that uses Digital and analog outputs from
microcontrollers and FPGAs (where it is easy to have a huge number of pins) to perform leakage
tests on the Power rails to find shorts before powering on the rails and enable high power through
the rail.
Problem Solved
In latex ink printers, but also in all electrical circuits and devices, we are using many Power rails
(firing the printheads, moving motors, fans, valves…) and many possibilities to have some of those
rails shorted. Apart that, if a short circuit is not detected before powering on the rails, it may break
some parts of the circuit, once the short is detected we cannot diagnose which part is failing (Power
Supply, enabling circuit or the part being powered), then, service engineers must change too many
parts in the field, some of them evaluated as “No Trouble Found” later.
Prior Solutions
Prior solutions consist on measuring voltages & currents once the rail is enabled.

Description
The voltage rails are usually diagnosed with a voltage divider connected to an ADC to ensure that
Voltage rail meets the requirements of the part that is powered. We propose to use Digital outputs
from programmable ICs to set a small voltage to the rail, where already used ADC can measure some
low‐level voltage, ensuring that there is no short on the connection before powering on the rail and
protecting the output circuit from a high current event.
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*Resistor values shown in the picture above come from the typical 32V power rail and digital output
of 3V3 (i.e., the Printhead interface voltage). In this case, Leakage test should measure a voltage of
~200mV, measurable by the usual microcontroller ADCs.
Let say that test is not immediate, so many power rails have huge capacitors to be charged and it
will take some time (from few ms to 1s) before measuring the voltage

Advantages
This invention has the following advantages:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Use of few extra resistors, so cost is increased by few cents.
Improve on diagnosability and reduction of service parts changed in the field
Protection of more complex circuits
Quick and reliable detection of typical electrical faults
Applicable to vast spectrum of electrical devices
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